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One of the most prolific tatting designers of the early 20th century was certainly the German tat-
ter, Emmy Liebert, who recorded most of her designs in the several editions of SCHIFFCHEN-

ARBEITEN, under the Books #36 and 40, between 1916 and 1922, published by Verlag Otto Beyer, 
Leipzig.

The richness of her work would indicate the significance of tatting as a well developed lace technique 
during this peak period of needle handwork.

The works included in this volume are:             pg

 SCHIFFCHEN-ARBEITEN (FRIVOLITATEN), Band 36, 1916 Edition [Complete]  .  .  . [3]
 SCHIFFCHEN-ARBEITEN I, FRIVOLITATEN), Band 36, no date [New materials]  . . [61]
 SCHIFFCHEN-ARBEITEN Heft II, Band 40, 1920 Edition [Complete] . . . . . . . . . [90]
 SCHIFFCHEN-ARBEITEN Heft II, Band 40, 1922 Edition [New materials]  .  .  .  .  .  [127]

Note: Numbers in [ ] designate page numbers of this book. Other page references are from original works

Special thanks to Barbara Foster, proprietor of Handy Hands,
 for her support and contribution of materials for this work. 

English TranslaTion of gErman TErms 
 Sch Shuttle 
 Dp Double Stitch
 Oe Picot
 Verbindungoeschen Joining Picot
 R Ring
 Vorr the Last Worked
 Bg Begin Chain
 wd Turning
 anschl Adding
 verld Joining
 zuz Pulling Together
 kl Small
 gr Large
 mitteloe Middle Picot
 usw etcetera
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My great love for tatting gave me the desire to record some of the old treasured 
designs as well as those of my own creations to keep alive the art of tatting and to 
awaken the desire in the new generation to learn and continue.

Fine tatting causes no strain on the eyes and is a rewarding pastime for ladies and 
children and a stimulating hobby for the infirm.                 

Emmy Liebert , 1916
[excerpted from preface by Kaethe Kliot]
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